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Taylor investigates Samuel Morris mold rumors
TU professor puts dreams in 
motion with religious grant




The Rev. Hank Voss Jr., assistant pro-
fessor of Biblical studies, was recently 
awarded a five-year, nearly one million 
dollar grant from Lilly Endowment 
Inc., only the second of its kind to be 
awarded to a faculty member at Taylor.
In May, Voss submitted his proposal 
to the Lilly Foundation outlining his 
plans for the grant in what is called 
the Sacred Roots Thriving in Ministry 
(SRTM) Project. Voss’s initiative was 
among the 78 of over 600 proposals 
that were accepted for funding in 
September. 
“Taylor University’s Sacred Roots 
Thriving in Ministry (SRTM) Project 
seeks to develop and encourage peer 
groups of congregational leaders serv-
ing in under-resourced urban, rural, 
and incarcerated communities,” Voss 
wrote in his grant proposal. 
Over the next five years, Voss and a 
team of five others will make up the 
SRTM leadership team and will work to 
equip congregational leaders around 
the country with enough knowledge 
and resources to be able to continue 
working in ministry contexts. 
Voss and his team identified four 
types of leaders that they hope to 
resource: those serving amongst 
the urban poor — people like An-
war Smith who serve in organiza-
tions like By the Hand in Chicago, 
— those serving amongst the rural 
poor, congregational leaders and 
church planters. 
By the time the grant ends in 2023, 
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Alumnus flies into world championship
Senior Matthew Hapner plays 
games with Morris residents in the lobby.




In response to rumors about black 
mold in Samuel Morris Hall, outside 
environmental consultants were hired 
to test the air and surfaces. According 
to Gregg Holloway, director of facilities 
services, the laboratory results showed 
higher than average mold spores in the 
air, but no mold on any surfaces.
In a statement to Morris residents, 
Director of Residence Life Scott Barrett 
attributed these elevated air levels to 
the rainy summer, which never allowed 
the building to dry out. To prevent these 
levels in the future, Holloway is looking 





Three years ago, Paul Nurkkala ('13) re-
ceived a drone for Christmas and now, 
after a lot of hard work and persever-
ance, holds a world championship in 
drone racing.
Nurkkala was announced as the 
2018 DRL Allianz World Champion, 
after beating the best drone racers 
in the world including the two-time 
World champion.
The Drone Racing League (DRL) 
holds six races and one championship 
per year. The winners of the first six move 
onto the final championship.
This year’s championship took place in 
Saudi Arabia in 100 degree weather. The 
course involved nose dives, archway loops 
and steep turns which competitors ma-
neuvered through while flying at speeds 
of 90 mph.
Nurkkala said performing in that 
MOLD continues on Page 2
Photograph provided by Paul Nurkkala
Alumnus Paul Nurkkala, now the 2018 DRL Allianz 
World Champion, has been flying drones since 2013. 
Photograph by Tim Hudson
Voss hopes that the SRTM Project will 
have achieved four main goals: to 
equip church leaders with resourc-
es for ministry, to form supportive 
friendships between church leaders, 
to produce literature on this project 
and its impact on the global church 
and to resource the global church 
through the release of 16 revised spir-
itual classics.
These spiritual classics are books 
such as “Pilgrim’s Progress,” that have 
been used as resources for the church 
across many centuries and cultures. 
The SRTM Project will use a portion 
of the grant money to revise these 
books in NIV style that is easier to un-
derstand. Additionally, they will make 
them available as audiobooks. 
As soon as next semester, Taylor stu-
dents and faculty will be able to work 
with Voss on this initiative by assist-
ing with hands-on directed research, 
running conferences and writing pub-
lications. Additionally, nearly 50 facul-
ty and ministry leaders from around 
the country are involved in the project, 
with about 10 to 15 being staff at Taylor. 
“At almost a million dollars, (SRTM 
is) a great opportunity for Taylor to do 
research into discipleship and lead-
ership development for leaders of 
churches and ministries in challeng-
ing ministry contexts,” Voss said. 
Voss has been interested in institut-
ing a project like this since he learned 
about a pastor named A.W. Tozer in 
2003. Though Tozer only had a fifth-
grade education, he became one of the 
most influential theologians in the na-
tion by using a series of 25 spiritual 
classics as his resources for ministry. 
Since 2003, Voss has been think-
ing of a project that would have the 
capability to equip leaders for church-
es amongst the poor. Finally, in 2018, 
he was endowed this grant from Lilly 
to put his plan into action. 
“We’re really thankful for this grant,” 
Voss said. “It’s an answer to prayers for 
me personally because this is some-
thing that I’ve had a burden to do for 
more than a decade, and I just didn’t 
have the resources to make it happen 
until Lilly provided those resources. 
And really I’m thankful for Taylor be-
cause Taylor values leadership devel-
opment, it values the church and it's 
really a great space to think about how 
we can support the next generation of 
leaders in the church.”
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setting with the heat, and the camera’s 
pointing at him, all in front of an au-
dience of about 4,000 created a lot of 
pressure.  He had to learn how to focus 
on what mattered.
Darci Nurkkala, coordinator of tutor-
ing services, and mother of Nurkkala, said 
while he was in school, he played several 
sports. They taught him how to handle 
pressure and deal with losing and having 
to push through loss and trials.
“We’re going to lose more often than 
we win in life, and I think he kind of 
managed to figure that out a little bit 
through just kind of regular sports,” 
Darci Nurkkala said.
Nurkkala’s strategy throughout the 
race was simple: to fly his own race.  
While racing, Nurkkala said the temp-
tation is to focus on others and the drones 
around you rather than focusing on your 
own race. He likes to make sure he’s flying 
to the best of his ability, not worrying how 
other people are doing around him.
“‘Fly your own race’ has really almost 
become a mantra to me,” Nurkkala said. 
“It’s my way of reminding myself, ‘Hey 
calm down, get in the in the zone, do 
the best that you can do, don’t worry 
about what others are doing and that 
will drive you to success.’”
This philosophy, along with a lot of 
hard work, got him to where he’s at. 
After getting second place in the na-
tion and then going on to get second in 
a world competition, he was able to do 
some networking and eventually get into 
the DRL.
Now that he is the world champion, 
Nurkkala doesn’t see himself quitting 
racing. Drone racing has given him a 
platform and he wants to use that to in-
fluence others.
“I love racing, and I don’t ever see my-
self stopping racing, but I’ve also earned an 
opportunity and a platform and a chance 
to influence something that I care a lot 
about,” Nurkkala said.
echo@taylor.edu
systems to all buildings with air con-
ditioning. These changes are expected 
next summer, unless there is a sig-
nificant reason to move forward be-
fore then.
Concerns about mold were initial-
ly raised by a member of cleaning staff 
who found a black substance on heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning grilles. 
Rather than notifying management, the 
staff member alerted residents directly. 
While this sparked concern about mold 
in the building, this black substance was 
later found to be a combination of dirt 
and condensation. 
“It obviously led for concerns on 
some people’s part that there was this 
huge problem and that no one was do-
ing anything about it,” Holloway said. 
“Well, that’s not even close to being 
the truth.”
As for the health of the hall, the mold 
spore air levels in Samuel Morris Hall at 
the time of the test were comparable to 
those currently outside. These levels are 
not considered harmful but could cause 
cold-like symptoms to residents with hy-
persensitivities to air changes. 
Outside of one initial student re-
port, no Morris residents have reported 
health issues as a result of the air qual-
ity. The first student to report sickness 
because of elevated levels declined to 
comment on this matter.
Holloway also attributed the current 
issues at Indiana University (IU) and 
other schools for drawing out such a 
frenzy around the situation.
“Well, and I understand parents’ con-
cern because IU had a problem with 




Photograph provided by Abigail Roerts
Sophomores Sam Bartu and Zac Saltzgaber sign in to attend the Truth at Work Conference.
Open Doors ranks 
Taylor in top five 
Abigail Roberts
Staff Writer
This week, Open Doors released 
their 2016—2017 report with Tay-
lor ranking among top five across 
all three of their categories: to-
tal number of students studying 
abroad, percent of students study-
ing abroad and overall sum of stu-
dents involved in short term study 
abroad programs. 
In the last five years, Taylor has re-
mained consistently in the top five 
to 10 schools for study abroad ac-
cording to Open Doors, a data re-
source on U.S. students studying 
abroad for academic credit.
“Historically, Taylor has been a 
place that focuses on taking learn-
ing outside the walls of the class-
room,” Jim Garringer, director of 
media relations, said. “Study abroad 
is a part of our student’s well-round-
ed experience and carries a pro-
found impact.”
According to the Institute of In-
ternational Education (IIE), uni-
versities have seen a 2.3 percent 
increase in students studying 
abroad in the past year. In 1990, 
the U.S. saw 75,000 students study-
ing abroad for credit; this past year 
the number hit 332,727. This means 
approximately one in every 10 U.S. 
Taylor stands out in study abroad ranking
"Taylor is officially the first university in history to qualify 
for nationals nine times in a row"
Taylor Ethics Bowl team qualifies ninth year in a 
row for nationals




Each year, Taylor sends two to three 
teams of five to Ethics Bowl’s regional 
competition. Out of 28 teams, this year, 
Taylor placed third and sixth. All top five 
teams move on to nationals, held in Bal-
timore, Maryland next spring. 
Seniors Josie Luptak and Caleb Holle-
man as team captains have competed in 
this intimidating space dozens of times 
before, but for the five new freshmen on 
their team, this was their first time in 
front of a panel of judges. 
Taylor is officially the first university 
in history to qualify for nationals nine 
times in a row. According to Jim Spie-
gel, professor of philosophy and religion 
and advisor to the Ethics Bowl team, 80 
percent of the years he has been work-
ing with Ethics Bowl Taylor has qualified 
and moved on to nationals. 
40 teams are in total selected for na-
tionals. Consistent contestants include 
Harvard, Yale, multiple military acad-






Taylor University hosted the Transfor-
mation: Truth at Work Conference as a 
satellite location for the third year in a 
row on Nov. 9.
According to their website, Truth 
at Work is one of the leading and fast-
ing growing marketplace ministries in 
America. Ray Hilbert (‘08), Taylor alum-
nus, helped found Truth at Work, and 
the organization prides itself on being 
Christ-centered, which is one of their 
top core values. The conference itself 
was a day where Christian business 
professionals could listen to industry 
leaders about what it means to be a 
Christian where they work and to also 
learn the skills and abilities to become 
a transformational leader.
Because of the Christ-centered focus 
Taylor hosts Truth at Work Conference
Photograph provided by Abigail Roberts
The Ethics Bowl team prepares for national competition.
MOLD continued from
Photograph by Tim Hudson
Taylor students study abroad around the world, including in Ecuador.
students study abroad during their 
undergraduate years.
Lessons from Abroad is an orga-
nization that teaches students how 
to integrate their study abroad ex-
perience upon returning to their 
university. 
“We live in a time where empa-
thy is more important than it has 
ever been,” vice president for Les-
sons from Abroad Angela Manginel-
li said. “Study abroad provides the 
opportunity for students to figure 
out what they care about and how 
they can make a difference.”
In the last four years, an aver-
age of 470 students a year have 
studied abroad through either 
Taylor’s short-term or semes-
ter-long programs.
According to Jeff Miller, assistant 
director of off-campus programs, 
numbers are great, but at the same 
time, what Taylor values most is im-
proving the quality of their programs. 
“The area that is really holding 
us up there are the short-term pro-
grams,” Miller said.
As a national trend, semes-
ter-long programs have gone down 
while short-term trips are on the 
rise. According to the IIE, student's 
participation in study abroad pro-
grams of eight weeks or less has in-
creased by 250 percent in the last 
ten years.
Whether short-term or long-term, 
it is impossible to deny the impact 
study abroad experiences have on 
undergraduate students.
 “Study abroad expands your un-
derstanding of your own culture and 
helps you be more culturally com-
petent in diverse environments and 
in the workplace,” junior Meghann 
Rauser said.
Taylor hopes to continue in-
creasing the quality of their study 
abroad programming, but are not 
expecting any major changes in the 
near future.
echo@taylor.edu
Holloway said. “It is not unique by 
any means.”
According to Indiana Daily Student, 
a group of IU students have filed a class 
action lawsuit against the Trustees of 
IU regarding mold in residence halls. 
Students claimed that the universi-
ty was slow and unwilling to release 
documentation of the mold case and 
the remediation process. 
Although the lawsuit is ongoing, 
all students in the affected residence 
halls are receiving $3,000 in their bur-
sar accounts. 
“I’m sure there are still people that 
are not going to ever be satisfied with 
our answer and are going to be suspi-
cious and all that, but there’s really no 
of the business conference, Taylor’s 
business department has offered digi-
tal admission to this conference free to 
students for the past three years.
“It is a perfect alignment, quite frank-
ly, which is why I believe so much in 
this conference,” Business Department 
Chair Jody Hirschy said. “We believe 
that the business world is one of the 
largest mission fields out there. And so, 
given that most of our students—busi-
ness students and beyond—will work 
in a business, it’s our goal to really help 
individuals know and understand how 
they’re faith translates to what we call 
‘marketplace ministry.’”
The Truth at Work Conference 
brought Christian business profession-
als from several different industries 
onto the same stage. Fox 59 News An-
chor Fanchon Stinger was the emcee 
for the conference, and several notable 
speakers appeared such as David Green, 
founder of Hobby Lobby, Kevin Sorbo, 
actor in movies such as “Soul Surfer,” 
“God’s Not Dead” and the CW’s TV se-
ries “Supergirl,” and Super Bowl win-
ner and CEO of Movement Mortgage 
Casey Crawford.
Crawford spoke about the idea that 
in order to be a transformational lead-
er, someone must first be transformed.
“There was a point in time where you 
could’ve asked me, ‘what do you trust 
in?’ and I would say, ‘I trust in Jesus.’” 
Crawford said. “But the fact was . . . I 
trusted my attributes. And the process 
of transformation for me has looked like 
God stripping away some of those things 
I had put my trust in . . . so His power 
could be expressed in and through me.”
Each speaker provided their own take 
on what living out their faith looks like 
in their industry.
Hirschy has gone to this conference 
multiple times and is regularly im-
pressed with how the key speakers at the 
Truth at Work conference have learned 
how to integrate their story and testi-
mony into their everyday life, and they 
use this to have an impact on their work 
environments. Hirschy thinks there is 
value to be had for students as well.
“Students (who go to the conference) 
are amazed that these business profes-
sionals, who have achieved worldly suc-
cess, have such a strong and vibrant 
faith,” Hirschy said. “I think oftentimes 
in Christian circles, we categorize busi-
ness work as less than spiritual work. 
And so I think most students walk away 
feeling encouraged and inspired by the 
fact that they can live out their faith in 
a marketplace, and do so in a way that 
honors Christ.”
echo@taylor.edu
Taylor Ethics Bowl team qualifies ninth year in a row for nationals
from the middle of nowhere, according 
to Luptak.  
“People say, ‘Oh, you’re the team from 
Taylor,’” Luptak said. “We have a huge 
reputation and are the only team that 
has placed nine years in a row. The fact 
that we are there every year shows we 
are dedicated and really good.”
 Each round both at regionals and na-
tionals has a similar general format. Five 
students, known as “starters,” make up 
the team. 
The judges present a case, such as 
drone usage or the argument of whether 
convicted felons should vote or not. The 
team has two minutes to prepare their 
response. From memory the five start-
ers evaluate their position and coordi-
nate who is speaking on each subject. 
They then have seven minutes to give 
their case presentation. 
Holleman appreciates the conversa-
tional style of Ethics Bowl in comparison 
to the confrontational aspect of debates. 
“Ethics Bowl is supposed to be a con-
versation between the two teams,” Hol-
leman said.  “I like that you don’t have to 
choose a certain side and you don’t have 
to argue for things you don’t care about.” 
The opposing team has five minutes 
to respond, either rebutting or adding 
to the previous team’s argument. After 
responding to the rebuttal, in the final 
10 minutes, the original team is asked 
questions by the judge’s panel. 
Teams present their cases, not just 
as an argument based on facts or evi-
dence, but primarily on ethical and phil-
osophical theories such as utility and 
autonomy. 
“This is one of the ways I’ve learned 
the most about God while at Taylor,” 
Luptak said. “I can’t use the Bible in my 
cases; I have to come to these decisions 
with secular knowledge, but I can always 
make cases that align with the Bible. It’s 
like learning how to do apologetics while 
leading with my faith.”
Months before the competition, 15 
topics that could be discussed are post-
ed online to research beforehand. Team 
members choose which three of the five 
are of most interest to each of them, as-
signing three to each starter. 
The additional six Ethics Bowl mem-
bers assist in additional research and 
support. 
“It’s a lot of work,” Luptak said. “And 
it’s almost like invisible work, only 12 
cases are chosen at nationals so there 
are three cases you’ve prepared for you 
never get called on. That is super tough.”
Holleman would describe it as a labor 
of love, especially this year as he and up-
perclassmen have been able to assume 
for mentor, teacher-like roles. 
This year’s team is unique with fresh-
man making up almost 50 percent of its 
members. 
“The freshmen have done a wonderful 
job contributing,” Spiegel said. “With five 
of the 11 team members being freshmen, 
they’ve played a bigger role than ever. I’m 
very proud of them.”
Having won nationals in 2015 and 
coming close in 2013, Taylor has a good 
chance of possibly winning this year. 
Luptak agreed that this is the best 
team she’s been on, the most hard-work-
ing and unified out of her three years 
with Ethics Bowl. 
“I believe we have as talented a team 
as we’ve ever had going to nationals,” 
Spiegel said. “So our prospects are as 
strong as one could hope for, but the 
wild card is the judging, which is of-
ten unpredictable.”
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reason to be, in all honesty,” Holloway 
said. “I would have no problem sending 
my kids over there.”
Until re-heating and dehumidifying 
systems are put in place, Holloway said 
the cold autumn and winter weather 
will lower air mold levels and prevent 
mold from forming. 
For confidentiality of the cleaning 
staff member, Holloway would not 
comment on the individual who failed 
to follow protocol with the initial black 
substance. However, Holloway con-
firmed the employee is still working 
at Taylor.
“We’re not going to come out and just 
react to rumors and suggestions with-
out at least investigating things and tak-
ing a hard look at it and making sure we 
understand what the real truth of the 
situation is,” Holloway said. “Hopefully 
people can understand that, but some-
times they don’t, so that’s a challenge 
too, but that’s the approach we intend 
to take every time and we’ve got pro-
tocol for mold, our people are trained 
on it, and when they don’t follow that 
protocol that can create problems. In 





something that could be easily con-
trolled and monitored. However, af-
ter spending time with some victims 
of alcohol and drug abuse, she firmly 
believes that it is much harder than 
she will ever be able to comprehend.
“I believe that drug and alcohol 
substance abuse victims need a 
place where they can be acquaint-
ed with people who will understand 
their struggle and understand how 
hard it is being in situations like 





Grace House, a faith-based residen-
tial home located in Marion, Indiana, 
was established to help men recover 
from substance abuse and addiction.
Grace House’s vision statement 
is to serve men who are motivated 
to recover from substance abuse in 
an encouraging environment that 
focuses on healing holistically. Cli-
ents work to stay sober while en-
hancing their life skills, vocational 
opportunities and their faith devel-
opment. This organization lived up 
to its goals as the men who enter 
this facility do indeed leave as trans-
formed individuals.
Since its start-up in 2006, Grace 
House has been open and will-
ing to transform the lives of men 
ages 18 and up, physically, mentally 
and spiritually.
This home has not only impacted 
its residents, but its employees and 
volunteer workers as well.
Board President of Grace House, Reg-
inald Lipscomb stated that what he 
loves most about the Grace House is 
the fact that he can obey and serve 
God through his works in the home.
“In John chapter 21, verses 15 
through 18, Jesus asks Peter three 
times if he loved him and Peter 
answered yes three times and Je-
sus said, feed my lambs, take care 
of my sheep, feed my sheep,”  Lip-
scomb said. “It has provided me with 
continuous opportunities to serve 
God by serving the men who reside 
in Grace House.
Former participant of Grace House 
and now executive director, Antho-
ny Sewell on the other hand loves the 
home’s God-factor above anything else.
Junior psychology major, Kather-
ine Sanchez shared her opinions on 
substance abuse and alcohol addic-
tion in Grace House. 
She initially had the mindset that 
alcohol and drug addiction was 
‘‘‘‘All I can say is that it’s going to be magical,’ 
Arnett said.”
Penthouse Christmas Open House
November 16, 2018
Penthouse Christmas Open House
The color run is one of the ways Grace House is helping transform these men. 
Photograph provided by gracehousemarion.org




After Thanksgiving break, students 
will step onto Penthouse and imme-
diately know things have changed. 
The floor whose decorations can 
generously be described as “minimal” 
(aside from a giant wooden log) will 
be transformed into a different world 
using only cardboard.
The tradition is the Penthouse 
Christmas Open House (PCOH). Ev-
ery November, students from the top 
floor of Samuel Morris band together 
to make masterful creations out of 
packing material they have been col-
lecting since move in day in August. 
Where does all that cardboard go? 
The boys on Penthouse fill their con-
ference room with it. 
PCOH has been around for so long 
that no one seems to know exact-
ly when it began. According to Joel 
Weisenburger (’03), it had been going 
on even before 1999 when he attend-
ed the university. 
“It’s just one of those things that no 
one can trace it back to its original 
source,”  senior Sam Arnett said. “It’s 
just always been.” 
Every year, PCOH has a different 
theme. According to Arnett, the per-
sonnel assistant of Penthouse, this 
is decided near the beginning of the 
year through a conference where 
floor members break out their suits 
and ties and present their ideas via 
PowerPoint. These ideas are then 
put to a vote and the theme is de-
cided democratically. 
Past themes include Star Wars and 
even a time travel theme according 
to Drew Neuenschwander (’13). For 
the latter, the elevator was turned 
into a time machine which trans-
ported students to the Jurassic Peri-
od, the Old West and finally, a post 
apocalyptic future.   
According to Arnett, the high-
light of last year’s PCOH was a life-
size dragon set up in the China 
section for their ancient civiliza-
tions theme.
As for this year’s theme, the PA was 
tight-lipped.
“All I can say is that it’s going to be 
magical,” Arnett said.
Arnett also promised some sur-
prises in store for those who attend.
With all the work put into the open 
house, it would be easy to assume 
that the favorite part for those on 
the floor would be seeing their hard 
work pay off. However, Arnett be-
lieves it is actually the camaraderie 
from working with others from the 
floor you might not normally inter-
act with.   
“Something I’m excited about for 
this year is that I think a lot of the 
freshmen are really hyped for PCOH,” 
said junior Ben Williams. “They’re 
very engaged in our hall traditions 
this year which helps with bringing 
it all together.” 
Williams was the engineer in 
2017’s dragon display. He described 
the highlight of this open house 
for him was to watch from anoth-
er’s perspective — both in watch-
ing many people’s creative visions 
coming together and seeing the sur-
prise on students’ faces when they 
walk into the whole new world Pent-
house created.
Come November 29, all Taylor will 
get to see that creativity come to life, 
but only if they show up.  
“Everyone should come,” Arnett 
said. “President Lowell Haines, 
you too.”
 echo@taylor.edu
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Men of grace find second chances at Grace House
Sophomore Joel Williamson prepares to wow students at PCOH.
“They need people who will express 
empathy, persistence, and love in 
their lives and Grace House does 
just that.”
Sewell also shared a bit about his 
passion for the organization and 
what he loves most about it. In fact, 
between his time there as a resident 
and his time there as director, he’s 
grown a deep attachment to the 
home and all of the men in it.
There are many activities held by 
Grace House for the men residing 
there. These include color runs/
walks, community fund raisers and 
open houses, one which will be held 
Dec. 15 from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m.
Grace House leaders strongly en-
courage outsiders to pray for finan-
cial blessings within Grace House, a 
turnaround in the lives of the res-
idents and their families, and for 
strength for the staff working with 
the residents.
This house is seen as more of a 
home to most, if not all of the men 
who reside there, as it is the place 
that rekindled their ability to have 
faith and hope in the midst of every-
thing going on in their lives.
Lipscomb encourages the Taylor 
community to take advantage of any 
opportunities available to be of ser-
vice to others. He shares the Apos-
tle Paul’s analogy on suffering used 
in 1 Corinthians 12 as inspiration to 
those students who may be seeking 
a deeper understanding of serving 
and loving one another.
Lipscomb firmly believes that if 
one person in Christ is suffering, 
then each of us are suffering, and be-
cause of this we should use our em-
pathy to love and serve others who 
are in need of it.
“In first Corinthians chapter 12, 
the Apostle Paul uses the analogy 
of the human body being one unit 
comprised of many parts; if one 
part suffers, every part suffers with 
it,” Lipscomb said. “I’m looking for-
ward to meeting some of the Taylor 
community who will be putting their 
faith into action.”
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Sophomore Reilley LaRose and Freshman Noah Riggs on Penthouse work restlessly to ensure everyone has a great time at PCOH.
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Have you ever gone on a Lighthouse 
trip? Taylor has a robust and impact-
ful Lighthouse program, and research 
shows that this impact has lasting ef-
fects far beyond the time of the trip.
Two Taylor alumni (2015), Dom-
inique Burrows and Andrew Fer-
ro, with Steve Snyder, professor of 
Psychology, recently authored and 
published a study in the Journal of 
Psychology and Theology addressing 
the long-term holistic development of 
intercultural competence in under-
graduate students who participated 
in Lighthouse trips.
For this study, a survey was 
completed of alumni who had 
participated in Lighthouse trips in 
the last thirteen years. These alum-
ni were surveyed before and after 
their Lighthouse trip and then once 
more two years or more after gradu-
ating Taylor.
This study found that students who 
participated in Lighthouse trips had 
a lasting holistic impact that was sus-
tained for over a decade beyond their 
graduation from Taylor. The alumni 
studied showed statistically signif-
icant intercultural competency in 
the areas of knowledge, awareness, 
behavior, intrapersonal and inter-
personal growth, intellect and spir-
ituality. This study also emphasized 
how critical the intentional use of 
preparation, reflection and debrief-
ing is for these short-term missions’ 
experiences. 
Taylor’s missions program has 
been intentional from the begin-
ning, which has contributed to the 
long-term growth of students who 
participate in it. Jenny Collins, as-
sociate professor of missions and 
biblical studies, was the original di-
rector of the Lighthouse programs 
and she helped to develop the or-
ganization SOE (Standards of Ex-
cellence) in Short-Term Mission, 
which seeks to be a catalyst for ex-
cellence in all short-term mission 
endeavors. 
“The program has had a long-term 
view for years as a process of devel-
oping young people and providing 
meaningful learning that will last,” 
Collins said.
She explains that the Lighthouse 
program is an intentional process 
of developing people for working 
alongside people who are different 
from them, not just on that trip, but 
long term. Because of this inten-
tionality, she says that Lighthouse is 
a discipleship program and not just 
an experience.
Collins believes that Lighthouse is 
so strong in part because it is an ac-
ademic program where students are 
prepared well in advance for their 
experience. It was unique for Light-
house to provide academic credit 
when it began, and this has contrib-
uted to the effective preparation, re-
flection and debriefing of students 
who participate. Taylor’s Spring 
Break Missions program has also 
moved towards an academic mod-
el in order to produce similar last-
ing impact.
While at Taylor you have many 
opportunities to participate in cross 
cultural experiences that you would 
be wise to take advantage of. The 
intentionality of these Lighthouse 
trips set them apart from many oth-
er cross-cultural experiences and will 
leave a lasting impact on you.
Research has shown that students 
can have significant growth through 
Taylor’s many other intercultural ex-
periences as well – J-term trips, study 
abroad and Spring Break Missions in-
cluded. Now’s a great time to go find 
a student who has participated in a 







Chances are, if students are stand-
ing in a long line, it’s for a good 
reason. On Wednesday, Nov. 14, stu-
dents stood in a line like this that 
stretched out the door of the Din-
ing Commons. Why? For a bowl 
of soup.
Each year, Taylor World Outreach 
(TWO) hosts Empty Bowls, a chance 
to raise money for a local organi-
zation and teach students about 
sustainability and community out-
reach. At this event, students, facul-
ty and staff can purchase a ceramic 
bowl — handmade by students in 
the art department — for $5, or a 
bowl and soup for $7.
The proceeds from Empty Bowls 
this year went to benefit Shepherd 
Community Center, a nonprofit or-
ganization that works to break the 
cycle of generational poverty in In-
dianapolis by providing access to 
food and education to students who 
may otherwise not receive it.
“Shepherd, on a weekly basis, 
will give about 2,400 meals to the 
kids and neighbors that work in our 
program center,” said Chris Som-
mers, coordinator of Shepherd’s 
interns and fellowship program. 
“The goal of Shepherd is to take 
all of these different things — the 
social services, the education, 
health, wellness, and food — in 
order to help give our neighbors 
upward stability.”
Sommers explained to patrons of 
the event that Eastern Indianapo-
lis, where Shepherd is located and 
serves, is located in a food desert. 
This means that people have little 
or no access to healthy produce or 
food. 
And once again, this event can be 
considered a success. This year, all 
223 bowls and over 20 soups that 
were made by professors, staff and 
Master of Arts in Higher Education 
(MAHE) students, sold out at 6 p.m., 
only half an hour after the event 
began. Some students even began 
lining up at 4 p.m. to ensure their 
purchase. 
Junior Maddy Koontz works as 
a co-director of World Outreach 
along with Junior Mallory Tyree, 
Senior Molly Fletchall and Junior 
Madisen Law.
“TWO is such a great organiza-
tion and how we get the chance to 
work in the community and out of 
the community and send people 
out globally and locally to plac-
es,” Koontz said. “And I think this 
is just a way that ties everything 
we are working towards together. 
We’re benefiting the community 
by doing outreach but we’re also 
using sustainability as some-
thing that is really cool with these 
bowls. And I think it’s just a real-
ly cool opportunity for students 
to see a bigger purpose than just 
a meal, but to see how it’s real-
ly helping Shepherd communi-
ty church.”
If there is anything for students 
to take away from this event, it 
is the importance of giving back 
to communities.
“We want to show how sustain-
ability is really important to World 
Opportunities… but at the same 
time, giving back to Shepherd 
Community Church and what an 
important part that is to our mis-
sion as World Opportunities, to give 
back to our communities and glob-
ally,” Koontz said.
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‘Tis the season to 
be generous
Kassidy Weemhoff
Life & Times Co-Editor
Thanksgiving break, big meals, 
Christmas celebrations, time off of 
school and so much more encompass 
these next few weeks of the semester.
While it is noticeably easy to get 
swept up in the holiday festivities and 
the urge to relax or sleep away your 
time, it is necessary to give back what 
we have been so richly blessed with. 
“I think it is a topic of empathy and 
generosity which are traits I hope all 
believers have,” sophomore Kassidy 
Hall said. “But I think it also has to 
be a personal conviction.” 
Hall regularly gives her time and 
treasures to ministries like Youth 
With a Mission (YWAM) throughout 
the year, but encourages those who 
don’t make giving a habit to take ad-
vantage of this season of generosity. 
President of the Samaritan's Purse 
chapter at Taylor, sophomore Ste-
phen Dagher, hosted the Operation 
Christmas Child shoebox packing 
party on Tuesday, Nov. 13 as one way 
students could give back to kids all 
over the world. 
“I started this event so that Taylor 
University students would have the 
opportunity to take part in the min-
istry of Samaritan’s Purse and provide 
yet another way to share Christ’s re-
demptive love to a world in need,” 
Dagher said. “Operation Christmas 
Child is the largest Christmas project 
of its kind, and as Christians, regard-
less of our denomination or beliefs, 
it is a time of the year where we can 
come together with the purpose of 
sharing God’s love on a global scale.”
Dagher’s shoebox packing party 
represents an opportunity to share 
time, talents and treasures with those 
who do not have the abundance we 
do. This is one way, but there are 
many more avenues for college stu-
dents to give back. We have put to-
gether a small listing of possibilities 
and encourage you to explore ways to 
look and feel outside of yourself this 
holiday season.
1. Ask for one of your presents to be 
a donation to a non-profit or a fair 
trade gift that gives back. Organi-
zations like World Vision and UNICEF 
provide catalogs of gifts to provide aid 
to those in need across the world. All 
you have to do is pick a gift out of the 
catalog, for example a goat for a fam-
ily, and you get a certificate that tells 
you the impact your gift has made. If 
you want to go another route, Inter-
national Justice Mission and Women 
at Risk sell specialty items made by 
artisans across the world. You know 
when purchasing any of these items 
that the profit goes back to the arti-
san who made it. You can give back 
this Christmas by asking for or pur-
chasing gifts that make a difference in 
the lives of people across the world. 
2. Go to a grocery store and fill a 
paper bag with a Thanksgiving or 
Christmas meal. Most grocery stores 
like Meijer and Fresh Thyme offer this 
way to give back. All you need to do is 
go to the store, grab a bag with a list 
of items, and go throughout the store 
picking out each of the elements. By 
the end you’ve got a full bag of gro-
ceries and a meal for a family who 
couldn’t otherwise afford it. The expe-
rience of grocery shopping with oth-
ers in mind is a great way for students 
to think of others this holiday season.
 
3. Give the gift of time by visiting 
those who don’t get many holi-
day guests i.e. Ronald McDonald 
House, Assisted Living Facility or 
even a neighbor who lives alone. 
As college students, we don’t have 
much money to give this season. 
One thing we do have, however, is 
time. Holidays are hard for many 
who live alone or are feeling alone 
in this phase of life. By taking time 
to visit families of sick children, an 
elderly person who would other-
wise have no visitors or even some-
one you know is feeling completely 
alone this holiday, you can make a 
lasting impact. 
Be creative with your time, talents 
and treasures this year for Thanks-
giving and Christmas. As cliche as it 
sounds, giving back is what we are 
called to do as Christians. What bet-
ter time than the season of joy and 
cheer to bring the light of Christ into 
your traditions.
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Lasting impact of Lighthouse trips
Empty Bowls raises money and awareness
Three ways students can give back for the holidays
There are many ways to give back this holiday season, as 
demonstrated by sophomore Caroline Massey.
Photograph by Kassie Joviak
Photograph provided by Taylor University
Sophomore Leigh Sumner and freshman Angela Loh show 
off their bowls before filling them with soup.
The bowls used for Empty Bowls are handmade by students in the art department.
Photograph by Kassie Joviak






“Operation Christmas Child is the largest 
Christmas project of its kind, and as Christians, 
regardless of our denomination or beliefs, it is a 
time of the year where we can come together with 
the purpose of sharing God’s love on a global scale.”
Three ways students can give back for the 
holidays
#vlogvilliantakeover‏ @authorjjhanna
Snow days are God's reminder 
that he is in control. #TaylorU 
#snowday #icestorm
Hope Bolinger‏ @HopeBolinger
Even the electricity on Taylor's 
campus seems to want to go 
on Thanksgiving break, too. 
#poweroutages #tayloru
Olivia Miller‏ @OliiviaaMillerr
I heard Wengatz is thinking about 
electing a president. I’ll take 
“Things we don’t need” for $500, 
Alex. #tayloru
Josh Mancuso‏ @_Hulk_Hands_
this guy i met in the music 
building like 2 months ago thinks 
my name is Josh, and always 
greets me as such. I wanna mess 
with him, so I changed my twitter 
name to Josh. If this makes it in 
the Echo he still won't know my 
real name #tayloru
Mandi Hall‏ @Mandi_Lea_Hall
Few weeks ago, there was 
accidentally queso instead of 
Alfredo in the pasta line in the 
DC. Today, I got a burrito bowl 
that definitely has Alfredo sauce 
on it. Did they think we wouldn't 
notice? #tayloru
leah groeling @_unbeLEAHvable
Places that smell like 
rotting death at TU:                                              
- pond outside of Euler                                               
- the DC                                           
- Nussbaum main hallway               
- Wengatz #tayloru
Across
2. Piggy is yummmm
5. These dudes wore cool hats to 
celebrate the first Thanksgiving
8. Sweet potatoes
11. This sport is played on 
Thanksgiving
12. Rhymes with ‘die’ which is 
what you’ll want to do after eat-
ing 6 pieces.
13. Get lucky and get the bigger 
half
18. No one really knows what 
this is for except in the Hunger 
Games
19. The best part about the day 
after Thanksgiving
20. Liquid gold that can be 
poured over any Thanksgiving 
dish
Down
1. An orange icon
3. Looks like mush, but tastes 
like heaven
4. The people that make the day 
so special
5. Thank goodness the famine 
on these is over
6. These Detroit kitties play ev-
ery year
7. Goes inside the turkey
9. Next Thursday is ____
10. Little circular delights of all 
different kinds
14. get yo’ save on
15. That tryptophan at work
16. Everyone has a playlist for 
this activity; includes how you 
might be getting home. 
17. The main course















Fun Fact: Megan is super 
fun,  she runs t rack, 
and she's watched all 





Art class creates prints 
inspired by foreign cultures
Emily Pawlowski
Staff Writer
Lawn rollers and art are not known 
to have much in common. But this se-
mester, the relief and serigraphy class 
found a way to make the two overlap.
Scattered throughout the student 
center and its surrounding lawn, art 
students spread ink and rolled over 
cardboard with large lawn rollers. 
They chatted with bystanders and di-
rected volunteers on how to lift up the 
pieces, revealing intricate pictures 
stamped out on paper and fabric. 
This was the colossal print project, 
the largest art piece students have 
done yet in the class. 
“To do something kind of on that 
scale has a different type of magnitude 
than something that is on a smaller 
scale of a print,” said Laura Stevenson, 
assistant professor of art. “They took a 
lot of time and a lot of effort but I think 
the results were well worth it.”
Each piece was inspired by a coun-
try or culture students chose to study 
for the semester. Themes ranged from 
food to politics to foreign films. 
Throughout the semester, students 
spent time learning about the histo-
ry and background of their chosen 
topics. Depending on their themes, 
students read books, listened to 
speeches and watched movies.
Junior Ben Kiers, an illustration ma-
jor, chose to focus on Russian culture, 
specifically its history of filmmaking. 
His piece was inspired by the Russian 
movie, “Man with a Movie Camera,” 
by Dziga Vertov. 
“It was a really large print, 2 by 3 
feet, so it was challenging because it 
took quite a bit of time,” Kiers said. 
“But it was enjoyable and I think I re-
ally enjoyed the movie, so I enjoyed 
sort of revisiting that while I worked 
on it.”
Junior Kelley Hershberger, a stu-
dio art major, focused on interra-
cial adoption for the semester. Her 
piece depicted a black couple ly-
ing on a bed, holding a white baby 
aloft. 
Hershberger wanted to challenge 
the controversy surrounding in-
terracial adoption. She hoped her 
reversal of mainstream media’s 
idea of adoption would challenge 
viewers. 
“If people thought it was weird, 
then I wanted them to be able to 
ask why,” Hershberger said. “Why 
is it weird? Shouldn’t it be normal; 
shouldn’t it be okay if it’s okay for 
adoptions to go the other way?”
This is the first year Stevenson 
has taught this class. She was in-
spired to base it around cultural 
studies after her own experiences 
travelling to China and creating art 
about the experience. 
The prints can be viewed at the li-
brary’s galleria. A video of the print-
making process is available on the 
Taylor University Facebook page. 
 echo@taylor.edu
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“Ihde’s work is about a cat who refuses to take 
a bath and everyone around him is tired of 
smelling him. As a result, He gets all sorts of 
gross things stuck to his fur, such as Kazoos 
and butterflies.”
Taylor alumnus writes a children’s picture 
book




A combination of acrylic and dig-
ital paintings, intentional thought 
put into every brushstroke. Such de-
scribes Professor of Art and Depart-
ment Co-Chair Jonathan Bouw’s work 
in “Incident on Gaston Pike.” 
The pieces, which can be found 
in Metcalf Gallery, are unique due 
to their framing in black burlap. Ac-
cording to Jeremie Riggleman, assis-
tant professor of art, it is a good way 
to demonstrate the story being dis-
played throughout the pieces. 
Riggleman also said that Bouw be-
lieves the collection is not finished, 
only being about one-third complete. 
These four groups of paintings 
all are made with different purpos-
es. One group depicts a children’s 
book based on the Philippines’ cul-
ture Bouw hopes to get published. 
Another set it covers from murder 
mystery books published by Annie’s 
Publishing, and the third group of il-
lustrations from local author, Shirley 
Thacker’s, book, “You are Somebody,” 
depicting a young girl in her story of 
survival and healing from sexual as-
sault. The fourth depicts an apoca-
lyptic view of nature and the broken 
relationship between heaven and 
Earth, all in God’s encompassing 
big picture.
The sexual assault and nature 
illustrations are what Bouw sees as 
“incidents,” which relates back to the 
name of the exhibit, “Incident on Gas-
ton Pike.”  
The namesake of the exhibit comes 
from Bouw’s commute from his home 
in Yorktown to Upland, which he has 
been doing daily for the past 12 years. 
When he first moved to the area, 
Bouw thought the landscape was 
boring, but has learned to appreciate 
its beauty.
“All of them are about . . . a wound,” 
Bouw said. “This is a wound that’s 
personal for a little girl, this is a 
wound between heaven and Earth. 
And with any wound, if you have a 
cut or a wound, if you have stitches 
and a gash, and I’ve come to see the 
trees and the landscape here as the 
stitches that hold earth and heaven 
together. And at one time of the year 
in around February, March, April — 
when the trees are no longer biting 
the sky, because they don’t have any 
leaves and they cannot hold the light 
and the ground is soft and muddy — 
the stitches can come out. And are 
pulled out.”
Kathy Herrmann, assistant profes-
sor of art and department co-chair, 
said that she believes Bouw has an ex-
cellent sense of being able to balance 
his leadership in the art department 
as her co, as well as teach classes and 
find time to paint. 
Bouw loves to paint, and did not 
need an excuse to participate in this 
hobby. He has a passion for depicting 
human figures and landscape, while 
creating a piece that is meaningful, 
hopeful and beneficial. 
“The work in his exhibit is a testi-
mony to a disciplined, ordered and 
observant life,” Herrmann said. “Of 
course I could talk about his astound-
ing technical skills, his ability to paint 
a subject with such detail and realis-
tic qualities that the images appear to 
be stopped in motion. But for me, the 
emotive qualities, the feelings, moods 
and his sensitivity to the subject, are 
truly Jonathan’s strengths. Whether 
figure or landscape, his brush cap-
tures the essence of the subject pro-
viding for the viewer an experience 
that is uniquely their own.”
Riggleman hopes that all those 
who observe the gallery will walk 
away changed. He believes it is a 
good reminder for people to do well 
in their field, whether or not that be 
art. 
“When we are overcome with gray-
ness and the blaze days of winter I 
find it very depressing, and I’ve of-
ten thought that when it’s rainy and 
yuck, and the sun is not out yet late 
in the winter (and) when I’m real-
ly tired of winter, I’ve often thought 
that if there’s any time I want the 
Lord to return, it’s then,” Bouw said. 
echo@taylor.edu
 Ink, tractors and lawn rollers make artwork
Taylor alumnus writes a children’s  picture book
Photograph by  Ben Williams
Photograph by  Ben Williams
Book about a cat who 
won’t take a bath
Gabby Carlson
Co-Editor in Chief
Nashville based Taylor alumus 
Layne Ihde (’94) premieres his book 
publishing career with a children’s 
book, “Pippin No Lickin’,” this Tues-
day, Nov. 20.
Ihde’s work is about a cat who re-
fuses to take a bath and everyone 
around him is tired of smelling him. 
As a result, He gets all sorts of gross 
things stuck to his fur, such as Ka-
zoos and butterflies. 
The book lets the reader see Pip-
pin learn from his mistakes and 
find out selfishness results in con-
sequences, according to the book’s 
press kit. 
Ihde has spent 20 years in the mu-
sic industry, writing and performing 
songs, so his book is written in poet-
ry and tetrameter, making each part 
of it rhyme effortlessly. This show-
cases the Dr. Seuss feel of his voice, 
making it imaginative and vibrant.
According to his website, Ihde 
based Pippin, his main character, 
off a cat he owned. “Pip,” his real cat, 
would come to him like a dog when-
ever he was called, and Ihde knew 
his cat would make a great story.
Humanizing animals is a tech-
nique that has drawn Ihde ever 
since reading “The Cat in the Hat” 
and “The Berenstain Bears.” When 
he decided to use Pip as his charac-
ter, he was excited to use “fantasti-
cal” elements to bring his cat to life 
and human elements to tie themes 
to the reader’s life.
Ihde has been part of the music 
industry for twenty years and is 
also part of a band called The Hap-
py Racers to make children’s music 
for the whole family to enjoy. 
“Writing a song is like writing a 
children’s book,” Ihde said. “They 
are both shorter formats than say, 
a symphony or a novel. One has to 
establish characters, plot, problem 
and resolution within a relatively 
short time.”
In addition to his writing career, 
Ihde has written and published 40 
songs, three albums and two EPs 
in independent labels and has per-
formed them across the country. 
The worldwide release of “Pippin 
No Lickin’” will have a special book 
launch event in the Cool Springs, 
Tenn. Barnes & Noble on Saturday, 
Nov. 24 at noon. “Pippin no Lickin’” 
is available on Amazon and in store. 
echo@taylor.edu
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Jonathan Bouw Art Exhibit 
Today — Dec. 7
8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Metcalf Gallery
C.S. Lewis and Friends 
Tea
Today — 4 p.m.
Zondervan 142
Into the Woods
Today and Nov. 17 — 8 p.m.
Nov. 18 — 2 p.m. 
Mitchell Theatre
 
Westward Road Concert 
Today — 7 p.m.
Epworth United Methodist 
Church
Matthews, Ind.
Jazz Swings and Christmas 
Rings
Nov. 29 — 7:30 p.m.
Recital Hall
A&E
Students observe the apocalyptic group of illustrations in the art exhibit
Stitches of meaning found in the cornfields of Taylor
Stay Up To Date
Each enormous print is inspired by a foreign culture of the artist’s choosing
OPINIONS
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C.S. Lewis and the 
need to remember 
common ground
“Christians have become known more 
for what they disagree on than the 
gospel they believe in.” Pastor Ron-
nie Floyd said in a discussion with Ed 
Stetzer, published in the April 2018 edi-
tion of Christianity Today.
As hard as that sounds, Floyd knew 
what he was talking about. These days, 
every religious idea that comes up in 
American Christian circles seems to 
be divisive. Whether we’re talking 
about whether social justice fits Jesus’s 
teachings, which political theories to 
support, what we need to do about en-
vironmental problems – we all seem 
to be arguing with little consensus on 
anything. 
Certainly, we understand some of 
this friction. As James Spiegel profes-
sor of philosophy and religion noted in 
a 2007 article for Sophia, “Religious be-
liefs tend to be among the most firmly 
and passionately held.”
This makes sense, since religious be-
liefs talk about how the universe works 
and who runs it. It would be foolish not 
to have opinions about such life-defin-
ing concepts.
But when we spend all our time dis-
cussing what we disagree on, we lose 
sight of the common beliefs we hold as 
Christians. Instead of feeling like we’re 
standing together on a firm foundation, 
we feel like we’re all standing together 
on a waterbed. The ground keeps shift-
ing, no one has a strong sense of stabil-
ity, and the winner is whoever knocks 
everyone else over first.
“Borrowing” is theft
Stop dishin’ on the DC“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
In such times, I think about one of 
the few things we all genuinely seem to 
agree on at Taylor: we all like C.S. Lew-
is. It’s hard to take a class, have a theo-
logical conversation or get through a 
year of chapel sermons where some-
one doesn’t quote Lewis or a principle 
from his writings.
The fascinating thing about Lewis 
is he focused almost entirely on de-
scribing the common ground that 
Christians share. In an article titled 
“Rejoinder to Dr. Pittenger” (later col-
lected in “God in the Dock”), Lewis said 
he started writing theology because he 
saw many people either communicat-
ing Christian ideas in highly emotion-
al or highly complicated language, and 
neither seemed to help most people. 
So, Lewis set out to be a translator. As 
former Taylor professor Ted Dorman 
commented in his book “A Faith for 
All Seasons,” Lewis basically tried to 
avoid presenting any new theological 
ideas. Instead of suggesting new the-
ories, Lewis wanted to explain basic 
Christian concepts in a way regular 
people could understand.  His most fa-
mous book, Mere Christianity is really 
summed up in the title – the simple 
Christian principles we all agree on, 
regardless of our denominations.
Certainly, Lewis had opinions about 
religious topics. Some of them (such 
as his thoughts on evolution) are ones 
many of us disagree with. But he always 
phrased them as simply his opinions. 
Let’s talk about the primary things 
first, and then if you want my thoughts 
on the smaller stuff, here they are, he 
seemed to say. 
We can’t all do what Lewis did. We 
still need people willing to tackle the 
big, tough ideas that we’re all con-
cerned about. 
But before we start arguing about 
how to apply Christianity to pressing 
issues, we need to remind ourselves 
about the “mere Christianity” we share. 
When we see our discussions in that 
context, we’re less afraid of what our 
disagreements will do to us. We re-
member our faith’s basic foundation 
and agree that we share it. Then, to-
gether, we can move forward to under-
stand how to apply that knowledge to 
the issues we’re concerned about.
echo@taylor.edu
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A student’s response 
to campus bike theft
Taylor University claims to be the 
land of intentional community. 
Upon entering this community, stu-
dents and faculty commit to loving 
and serving others, and we often do 
it well.
However, I see one mar on this 
campus’ record of community: a 
too-high bike-related crime rate.
It is common for a Taylor student 
to walk out of a dorm or academic 
building, running a few minutes late 
to a class, and swindle a nearby un-
locked bike.
Often, bikes are returned within 
an hour, but sometimes they are not 
returned for weeks or are never re-
turned to their proper owners.
In a survey sent out in the Tay-
lor student announcements, 59 of 
the 108 respondents that have a bike 
on campus reported that their bike 
has been stolen and that it took over 
one week to be returned or that it 
was never returned.
More than just borrowed, bikes 
are sometimes vandalized.
Sophomore Ben Kruger’s bike 
was vandalized earlier this year 
resulting in burns to the seat and 
gear shift, scratched paint and re-
moved stickers.
This is not a new problem, accord-
ing to Chief of Police Jeff Wallace.
“That’s been going on since I was 
a student here in the mid-80s, so 
we are definitely aware of it,” Wal-
lace said. 
It is surprising that theft is such 
a major problem on Taylor’s cam-
pus since, “You shall not steal,” is 
in the Ten Commandments (Exo-
dus 20:15).
However, the results of the sur-
vey show that there is disagree-
ment among students on campus 
about the moral implications of 
taking someone’s bike without 
their permission.
While 105 students answered 
“Never” to the question “When is 
it okay to use someone else’s bike 
without their permission?”, eight 
students answered “Always,” and 51 
students offered a certain set of cir-
cumstances when it is okay. 
For those who do have bikes on 
campus and do not want them to 
be stolen, Wallace suggested two 
means of prevention: a bike lock 
and placing a unique marking on 
your bike. The bike lock serves as 
a deterrent to potential swindlers, 
and the marking aids in the recov-
ery of one’s bike should it be stolen.
However, the fact that a bike is 
unlocked does not justify stealing it. 
The fact that unlocked bikes are tak-
en reveals a lack of respect for the 
property of others on our campus.
This lack of respect shows a 
flaw in our community, according 
to Kruger.
“Intentional community requires 
respect,” Kruger said. “Don’t steal.”
It is also worth noting that it is 
respectful for bike owners to lock 
up their own bikes. Wallace noted 
that some members of our commu-
nity may struggle with the tempta-
tion of theft.
“Sometimes petty theft is a strug-
gle in someone’s life, and you can 
actually be doing them a favor and 
doing a service to helping them be-
come a more vibrant part of their 
community by taking that tempta-
tion away,” Wallace said.
Both sides of this issue need 
to work to respect and love 
one another.
Thankfully, a vast majority of the 
bikes that get reported as stolen 
are recovered within a short time, 
as long as they are reported shortly 
after they are taken.
“We do have a lot of students who 
come in and report them, and thus 
far this year we’ve recovered 100 
percent of the bikes that have been 
reported as taken,” Wallace said.
Though it is good that these wrongs 
are able to be righted, it would ulti-
mately be best for our community if 
individuals had enough respect for 
one another to simply leave one an-
other’s bikes alone without permis-
sion from the owner.
echo@taylor.edu
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A student’s response 
to negativity
“I can’t remember the last time I’ve 
actually had a decent meal at the DC.”
“Yeah, I can never find anything 
to eat.”
I hear this type of conversation on 
a daily basis, but I can never manage 
to see where my peers and classmates 
are coming from with these thoughts. 
I can only see the large strides that 
the Dining Commons (DC) staff make 
to keep the students of Taylor Uni-
versity happy. These employees make 
three meals a day for around 2,100 
Taylor students and 200 Taylor facul-
ty and Upland community members. 
To me, that is absolutely incredible. 
These workers serve us with full 
hearts and care about our opinions. 
I think we should all appreciate what 
the DC is currently doing for Taylor 
and the ways the staff is seeking to 
improve the DC experience.
Through my investigations of our 
Dining Commons, I was able to in-
terview two people: Nate Haugh and 
Jennifer Evans.  Haugh, the director of 
dining for the DC, confirmed that the 
food quality was poor about a year 
and a half ago. But since then, he has 
noticed a dramatic shift in the way 
the DC is run and the options they 
offer. Recently, through food station 
takeovers, 
Haugh explains that they have 
been able to bring excitement back 
to the DC.
They hope students look forward 
to what is coming next. According to 
Haugh, employees love to hear stu-
dent’s thoughts on changes, and he 
is always open to ideas and criticism.
The staff highly value the voice of 
the student and are constantly look-
ing for ways to better serve the cam-
pus and the community.
Not only is the DC continuously 
improving for the student’s benefit, 
but it is something many take for 
granted. 
According to FeedingAmerica.org, 
910,870 people are struggling with 
hunger in Indiana, including our Up-
land area. With the swipe of a card, 
we have instant and accessible meal 
options. We often take for granted 
the ability to eat well-prepared food 
that has many options three times a 
day. The DC has plenty of variety for 
anyone, whether you have allergies, 
or you are just a picky eater. We get 
meals provided to us, whereas people 
who might live next to campus could 
be struggling to put food on the table 
for their families.  
While many complain to friends 
and to others about the food, not 
many students take the time to fill 
out comment cards. Evans, the DC 
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manager, has been working there 
for thirteen years and has noticed 
change. Through takeovers and 
comment cards, a huge difference 
has been made in food options and 
efficiency. 
“If people don’t want to comment 
on the comment cards they can come 
talk to me personally and I would be 
happy to meet with them,” Evans said.
Through my visits with Haugh and 
Evans, I have been able to see their 
willingness to listen to students. 
This speaks volumes about the DC 
and its desire to make students hap-
py and improve its food. The DC is 
a great place to gather and have a 
meal with your wing, sports team, 
or your friends. It is a place where 
we know we will be cared for and in-
vested in. Everyone may have differ-
ent opinions on the DC, but I hope 
that this article gives more insight 
into how I see our food providers. I 
stand for the Dining Commons and 
all that it provides for Taylor’s stu-
dents and community.
echo@taylor.edu
How we need to argue as Christians
Christians need to join together in their faith.
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The DC provides a number of options for meals.
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Th e w om en’s  and m en’s  gol f 
teams wrapped up the fall por-
tion of  th eir  season with re-
s p e c t i v e  f i r s t  a n d  s e c o n d 
place finishes in the Whistling 
Straits Championship.
The tournament, played on Oct. 
22–23, was held at the Whistling 
Straits golf course near Sheboy-
gan, Wisconsin.
The women finished the first 
day of the tournament in sec-
ond place. Head Coach Cam An-
dry said the team put up several 
large numbers and suffered from 
some mental errors.
The men were tied for f ifth 
place after the first day. Junior 
Nate Morris felt they may have 
placed too much pressure on 
themselves that day. Texas Wes-
leyan University, a top-ranked 
team in the NAIA, caused a lot of 
that pressure with their presence 
in the tournament.
The second day of the tourna-
ment saw cold and windy weather.
“You might be in an area where 
there’s trees blocking you, but . . 
. the green is open,” said senior 
Elizabeth Jackson. “You have to 
know where the wind’s blowing 
at different angles . . . so it takes 
a lot more focus.”
The women knew they had to 
play well the second day. Fortu-
nately for the team, they embrace 
bad weather and play well in it.
“It’s kind of become part of our 
identity that the worse the con-
ditions, the better we bring it,” 
Andry said . “And I don’t even 
know that that’s necessarily true, 
but I think believing it’s half the 
battle” Andry said.
The women’s f irst place f in-
ish kept the team undefeated in 
the fall.
The men, who played on a dif-
ferent course at Whistling Straits, 
saw even more wind the second 
day as they played by the shore 
of Lake Michigan. Their first nine 
holes were straight into the wind, 
but the wind was at their back af-
ter that. Andry encouraged them 
to accept the difficult conditions 
in those first nine holes then 
make up ground when the wind 
Trojan freshmen bring fresh opportunity





The Taylor men’s basketball team 
is looking forward to a fresh start 
in the form of six new and talent-
ed freshmen.
The Trojans are looking to im-
prove upon a 16–15 record and a loss 
to rival Indiana Wesleyan University 
that ended the 2017–2018 season in 
late February.
The team understands that it will 
be facing challenges during the year, 
but is confident that its new-look 
squad will begin clicking and make 
some noise in the Crossroads League 
this season.
Senior forward Jake Heggeland cit-
ed chemistry as being his team’s big-
gest challenge throughout the first 
five games.
“Part of the game of basketball is 
that there are five guys on the court, 
and they all have different jobs at any 
given time, but it all has to come to-
gether for it to be successful,” Hegge-
land said. “I think we struggled with 
that a little bit the first four games.”
Taylor opened its season with five 
straight losses, including one to 
NCAA Division I program Miami of 
Ohio. The Trojans were able to re-
main close in the other four contests, 
but the lack of coherency ultimately 
took its toll.
However, thanks to the help of 
freshmen big men Jason Hubbard 
and CJ Penha, the team was able to 
Golf team battles to first, second place
Senior Alec Dutkowski tracks his ball during the Whistling Straights Championship in October.
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11/10 Missouri Baptist             L 21-12 
Men’s Basketball
11/10 Governors State              W 8-68
11/13 IU East                            L 87-77
Women’s Basketball
11/9 Trinity Christian               W 87-62
11/10 Olivet Nazarene             W 93-74
11/12 IPFW                               L 84-74




“We only get one year with this particular group 
of guys, and we want to make sure we’re seizing 
this year.” 
Trojan freshmen bring fresh opportunity
was at their backs.
They were able to do just that. 
Andry thought his team showed 
toughness and grit that day.
“When it’s 30 mile, 40 mile an 
hour wind and 42 degrees, then 
you find out how tough you are,” 
Andry said.
echo@taylor.edu
     beccA buchs
Abby Buchs
MEN’S BASKETBALL
turn a 38–31 halftime deficit against 
Governors State on Nov. 10 into an 
85–68 victory in a game that could 
be the turning point of their season.
“Especially in the second half we 
really played well, we were clicking, 
and we were making the right deci-
sions in our offense, and defensively 
we were playing together,” Hegge-
land said.
Heggeland added that the team 
often talks about a concept called a 
J-curve. Essentially, this is a way of 
plotting time versus success where 
a team gets a bit worse at the begin-
ning before growing and improving.
With all of the new talent on the 
roster, the team has to find different 
ways to use their skills in order to 
be effective. This can mean breaking 
down old habits in order to build 
new ones, which often results in ear-
ly season struggles.
The Trojans are hoping that they 
have created enough good habits in 
the past couple of weeks in order to 
unlock the potential that they know 
is there.
“As we continue to get better, I 
think it will take us as far as we can 
go. For us, I think it’s definitely a pos-
sibility to win our conference or be 
in the top two or three,”  junior guard 
Mason Degenkolb said. “A lot of our 
games so far and just through the 
stretch of conference get decided by 
two, three, four points, so a lot of that 
is just going to be in finishing games.”
Degenkolb went on to explain that 
Head Coach Josh Andrews always 
finds a word that he uses as a sort of 
theme for that season.
This year’s word is Kairos, which 
translates to doing the right thing at 
the right time, not passing up oppor-
tunities, and seizing the day.
“We only get one year with this par-
ticular group of guys, and we want 
to make sure we’re seizing this year. 
seizing the moment,” Degenkolb said. 
“Whether that’s in practice every day, 
or in games, or just in the little times 
throughout the day . . .  just doing the 
right things at the right times to put 
us in position to win games.”
Coach Andrews has sent a very 
clear message to his team through-
out the preseason and the first part 
of the regular season. That message 
is that he wants the team to be the 
best at getting better.
He hopes the fans will start to 
sense the Trojans becoming more 
rhythmic and more together as the 
season goes on.
“We use a phrase a lot where we say 
‘mind right, game right’, it’s keeping 
the right mentality and then we’ll be 
moving towards the style of play we 
want to play,” Andrews said. “As the 
season goes on, we’ll improve.”
Taylor’s freshmen class brings 
a new element of youthful energy 
and athleticism to the table that it 
seemed to lack at times last season. 
Andrews and company know they 
have one of the highest ceilings in 
the conference and feel that they are 
on the brink of reaching it.
The Trojans will continue their 
season on Nov. 20, with a home 
matchup against Bethel College at 
7 p.m.
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Junior guard Mason Degenkolb calls for a screen in Taylor’s first home game of the season.
MEN’S BASKETBALL
11/20 Bethel College 7 p.m.
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
11/16 NAIA National Championship (A) 12:30 
a.m.
WOMEN’S BASKTEBALL
11/16 Cincinnati Christian 7 p.m.
11/17 IU East 3 p.m.
11/20 Bethel College 5 p.m.
11/23 Southeastern (A) 7 p.m.
WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
11/16 NAIA National Championship (A) 11:30 
a.m.
chick fil-A   Favorite Pregame meal
